Long-range overlapping of Kondo clouds in open triple quantum dots.
We study the phenomena of overlapping of Kondo clouds in an open triple quantum dots (OTQDs) system by using the dissipaton equation of motion (DEOM) theory. Motivated by the long-rang interaction of the TQDs system demonstrated in Cheng et al (2017 Phys. Rev. B 95 155417), we present a comprehensive picture of the long-range overlapping behavior of Kondo clouds via investigation of the spectral functions, spin-spin correlation, dot occupancies and susceptibility. For the configuration [Formula: see text], a conduction electron peak occurs in the spectral function of intermediate QD in the Kondo regime. This peak results from the overlapping of the two Kondo clouds forming from between the two peripheral QDs and leads, enhances with decreasing temperature and increasing dot-lead coupling. Both the spin-spin correlations between the two adjacent QDs and the two peripheral QDs own negative values. It also confirms the physical picture of the overlapping between left and right Kondo clouds via the intermediate QD. To understand the physical insight, we examine also the electron occupacies and the spectral functions, with their dependence on the temperature and dot-lead coupling. In addition, a distinct nonmonotonic behavior of the susceptibility associated with the Kondo clouds is characterized.